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International Press Release 

Global Chip Shortage To Push Non Chip Based AirComputing™ In Main Stream 

12th Feb. 2021, New York/New Delhi 

Global Research and Analyst firm ‘5 Jewels Research’ has predicted emergence of Non-Chip based 
AirComputing™ in main stream computing amid global shortage of Semi-Conductor Chips which is 
impacting Automobile Industry to Consumer Electronic Industry to Medical Device industry. 

  

Chief Analyst of ‘5 Jewels Research’ , Mr. Sumant Parimal, a Globally recognized Analyst in early last 
year itself envisioned emergence of Non-Chip based computing which he termed as AirComputing™,  
as present days Silicon based computing is getting saturated fast in terms of supporting newer 
generation faster computing needs of A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) applications, and now in post Covid 
world, global shortage of semi-conductor based computing chips is acting as one more driver for 
strong needs for a Non-Chip based alternate computing Technology in form of AirComputing™.  

 

“Today’s shortage of Semiconductor Chips due to supply chain disruptions happened amid global 
Covid-19 restrictions, reinforces our vision to have Non-Chip based computing Technology developed 
for deployment into mainstream computing applications and AirComputing™ research which was 
launched by us early last year is going to create a futuristic computing around Air as computing 
medium, which is going to be a non-chip based computing technology” Mr Sumant Parimal, Chief 
Analyst of ‘5 Jewels Research‘ said in his comment on semiconductor based chips shortage. 

 

“I call to all Global companies in impacted industry sectors like Automobile industry, Consumer 
Electronics industry, Gaming Electronics industry, Computer and Laptop industry, Medical Device 
industry, Mobile industry to come forward in supporting research efforts for faster developing 
Non-Chip based computing AirComputing™ which paves a way for Computing Any Where for Every 
One to mitigate any future crisis like what industry is witnessing today due to chips shortage, leading 
to loss of Billions of Dollars of revenues” Mr Sumant Parimal added further. 

 

AirComputing™ is a trade mark of 5 Jewels Research, which is a futuristic computing technology for 
using Air Atoms as computing medium. 
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Profile of our Chief Analyst Mr. Sumant Parimal can be accessed on www.sumant.innogress.com  
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